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Antarctica – Tales of Exploration
Visit your school library and ask your librarian to help you find STORIES about 

explorers who braved cold, ice, hunger, and disease to find out about the 
coldest continent on Earth.  Their stories are often tragic and sad, but they 

are always exciting and adventurous!   

Complete a brief BOOK SUMMARY for each book or article you read by completing an 
organizer like the one below.  Use one organizer for each book or article.

Story Title & Author Explorer

Date of the Expedition(s)Details of the Adventures
  (Tragedy, Success, or       

Disappointment?)
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Movement - Planning an Expedition
Pretend you are an Adventure Expedition Tour Guide who is planning an 

expedition to Antarctica and the South Pole.  It will be a dangerous journey!

On a blank map of Antarctica, draw your chosen route.  Here is an example of how it 
might look, although this is not an accurate drawing.

Think and Answer:

How will you get there? 

How will you communicate with others?

Which supplies must you bring? 

What kind of equipment will you need?

Will your adventurers need any special training before traveling?

Which special sites will you see or visit?

What accommodations will you have?

What kind of physical features will you pass through?

Create a TRAVEL LOG or DIARY for your imaginary journey.  Use your answers to 
these questions as your entries in your log or diary.  Illustrate your log or diary.  

Share it with your class.  Happy travels!

South Pole

Our route
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Human/Environment Interactions – 
Changes over Time

You have read how human actions affect our environment each day.  We know that 
humans sometimes cause the extinction of a species by hunting it until it is gone, or 
by destroying its natural habitat.  Many scientists believe that our actions are causing 
environmental issues such as global warming and damage to the ozone layer.

   

Think about the wildlife of Antarctica.  While it is far away from most human 
cities and activities, it is still being greatly affected by our actions. Choose an 
ANTARCTIC SPECIES (i.e., blue whale, penguin, fur seal, etc.) and research its 
development over time.  Ask this main question:  Are our actions affecting it?

Use the organizer below to collect your important facts.  When you are finished 
collecting your facts, write a paragraph for each of the areas you research, comparing 
the species in the past to where is at present, and discussing any changes you find.  
Present your facts in a booklet, as a chart, or a PowerPoint presentation.

Continue this chart looking at size, health and defects, food supply, and reproduction 
(number of babies).   Also look for things that people are doing to help the species.

PAST PRESENT

Number

Habitat
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Regions – Wildlife Research

Even though it is a cold, uninhabited place, Antarctica has a unique collection of 
creatures and plants living on the ice, the land, and in the seas surrounding it.  
Most people are familiar with penguins, whales, and seals, but there are many 

other fascinating creatures living in Antarctica.  

Research FOUR different living creatures and plants of your choice that 
live on and around Antarctica.  Complete an organizer like the one below 

to help you collect your facts.

Species: Species:

Description: Description:

Food: Food:

Habitat: Habitat:

Habits: Habits:

 

Species: Species:

Description: Description:

Food: Food:

Habitat: Habitat:

Habits: Habits:

Present your research in a booklet form, as a display on a piece of Bristol board, as a 
habitat diorama with models, or as a PowerPoint presentation.
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Place – North Pole VS South Pole: 
What’s the Difference?

List all that you know or think you know about the Earth’s two polar regions.

We all know that the Earth has a North Pole and a South Pole.  Most people 
assume that both are very much the same.  What do you think?

Part 1

North Pole South Pole

Research the two poles.  Add any new information that you find to your 
lists.  Write the new information you learn in a different color than your 
original facts.  Cross out any information that is inaccurate in your original 
lists. 

Part 2

List all of the information you have collected in a Venn diagram like the 
one below.  Compare the two poles to find similarities and differences.

Part 3

North 
Pole

South 
Pole
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Location – Territories

 One country or another has always claimed parts of Antarctica as 
their own, as explorers from those countries visited the icy, cold continent.  

However, the international community has never officially recognized any of 
these territories or claims.

Research the various TERRITORIAL CLAIMS by countries from around the world.

Make at least five cards.  Share and compare your cards with your class.  You may 
wish to create a bulletin board display by placing the cards around a map of 

Antarctica, and connecting the card to the area claimed.

Create Antarctica Territorial Claims cards like the one below:

Antarctica Territorial Claims

Country:                                                                          Flag: 

Area Claimed:                                                                  

Why it has been claimed:                                                                                     

                                                                                                                                  

Research Stations:                                                                  

Occupied:        YES           NO 

Other Information:                                                                                                 
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Antarctica – Place
1.  Antarctica is a continent unlike any of the others.  Think about what you know, or 

what you think you know, about the continent at the southern part of the world.  Use 
the boxes to organize your ideas.  Use point form notes to record your ideas.  Share 
your ideas with the class.

 Climate (The normal weather of a place)  Location (Where a place is found)

 Population (The people who live in a place)  Wildlife (The animals that live in a place)

Other Ideas I Have

2.  Thinking As You Learn:  Returning to the sheet later in the unit.
 As you learn more about Antarctica, look back at this list.  Confirm your accurate 

ideas with a check mark, or cross out ideas that are inaccurate.  You may also add 
to your notes any new ideas that you have learned.  Use a colored pencil, crayon or 
a pen to show the new things you have learned.

 Think and write:  Which ideas of mine were confirmed?

                                                                                                                                             

 Think and write:  Which ideas needed to be crossed out and discarded?

                                                                                                                                             

 Think and write:  Which new ideas have I learned?
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Antarctica – Place

  

a) Antarctica is covered with ice, snow, and barren rock.

b) The wildlife of Antarctica can be found along the shores of 
the sea.

c) Penguins and seals live on Antarctica’s mountains.

d) Whales eat plankton and krill.

e) Antarctica has many unique peoples.

f) Most areas of Antarctica are covered in a thick sheet of ice!

g) Penguins and seals eat whales for food.

h) The waters around Antarctica never freeze.

i) Antarctica’s cold conditions make it unique from all other 
continents. 

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

2.  Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is true.  Circle  the word FALSE if it’s false. 
 

b) Using the words that you have circled, write a short paragraph describing what is 
meant by the word place.  You may look back at the reading for ideas as well.

1. a)  Circle  those things that geographers use to describe place. 

  automobiles wildlife  languages spoken ships
  where people live mountains physical characteristics ice shelf

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

NAME: 
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Antarctica – Place
ntarctica is a harsh continent with 
features that make it unique from all the 
other continents.  What are these unique 

features?  Its physical characteristics make it 
unique.  There are mountains, ice shelves, and 
icebergs.  The unusual wildlife of Antarctica also 
makes it unique.  The fact that no people come 
from Antarctica also makes it unlike any other 
continent.   Did you know that Antarctica has 
six months of darkness followed by six months 
of light?  Each of these features helps us better 
understand Antarctica and describe it as a place.

 Antarctica is a continent with few contrasts.  While there are long mountain ranges 
that are easily seen, most areas of the continent are covered in a thick sheet of ice.  
In some places, this ice is more than two miles thick!  Everywhere you look, you see 
ice, snow, or cold, barren rock.  Even the waters surrounding Antarctica are frozen for 
much of the year.  Tall, frosty icebergs can be seen floating in the icy waters.  Large 
ice shelves and, in summer, a few small, rocky beaches are the home to penguins and 
seals.  Whales swim in the icy coastal waters.

A

 The wildlife of Antarctica can be found along the shores of the sea.  Many kinds of 
penguins live here, along with seals and whales at sea.  Their food is found in the water, 
because few plants grow here except for lichen.  Penguins and seals eat fish, while the 
whales eat plankton or krill.  Most countries recognize the importance of preserving 
these species.

 The few people who visit Antarctica are usually scientists who study this frozen land 
or the atmosphere above it.  These researchers live in small research stations that have 
been designed to protect them from the cold, harsh weather.  If these scientists were 
not there, there would be no people in Antarctica.

What are some of Antarctica’s physical characteristics?

STOP

NAME: 
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Antarctica – Place

Answer each question with a complete sentence.

  

Research

3. What kinds of things do scientists study in Antarctica?

4.  Describe the landscape of Antarctica.

5.  Everyone knows that the South Pole is found in Antarctica.  But have you ever 
wondered where the South Magnetic Pole is?  Is it in Antarctica?  Is it somewhere 
else?  Using an atlas, find the South Magnetic Pole.  Show the South Magnetic Pole 
on a map of Antarctica.  Then research the South Magnetic Pole and find out how it 
affects compasses around the world.

6.  The ice covering Antarctica is often more than two miles thick.  That is more than 
 10 500 feet thick!  That is equal to at least seven Empire State Buildings tall!  For all of 

that ice to remain, Antarctica has a very cold climate.  But just how cold is it?

 Research Antarctica’s temperatures, and complete the following boxes to share the 
information you have discovered.

 Antarctica’s Lowest Antarctica’s “Warmest”
 Recorded Temperature: Recorded Temperature:

 Antarctica’s Coldest Antarctica’s “Warmest”
 Month of the Year: Month of the Year:

 Average Temperature: Average Temperature:

 Antarctica’s Average Antarctica’s Average Yearly
 Yearly Temperature: Temperature is...

       falling    rising
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Mt. Erebus - Antarctica’s Active Volcano 
Use this organizer to record information about Antarctica’s active volcano, Mt. Erebus, 
one other Antarctic volcano, and other famous volcanoes around the world.  Compare 
them by size, location, and how active they are.  A few things have already been 
added for you.

MOUNT EREBUS  

Location: Antarctica

Height:

Activity Level: active

Last Eruption:

MOUNT TERROR  

Location: Antarctica

Height:

Activity Level: extinct

Last Eruption:

KRAKATOA  

Location: 

Height:

Activity Level: 

Last Eruption:

MOUNT ST. HELENS  

Location: 

Height:

Activity Level: 

Last Eruption:

MOUNT VESUVIUS  

Location: 

Height:

Activity Level: 

Last Eruption:

                                           

Location: 

Height:

Activity Level: 

Last Eruption:

Some of Earth’s 
Volcanoes
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Comprehension Quiz
30

SUBTOTAL:       /14

8

Label the map by doing the following:

1. Show the following features on the map
 by writing the letter on the map in the
 correct location.
    
 a) South Pole
 b) 60°S latitude
 c) South America
 d) Atlantic Ocean
 e) Pacific Ocean

2. Color the Prime Meridian red.

6

Part A

Part B

a) Antarctica is in the northern hemisphere.

b) The South Pole is in Antarctica. 

c) The Southern Ocean was once called the Antarctic Ocean.   

d) North America is the continent closest to Antarctica.   

e) There are no roads, railways, or large airports in Antarctica.

f) Mt. Erebus is an extinct volcano.

g) Tall trees grow in Antarctica.

h) More than one million people live in Antarctica.

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

TRUE     FALSE

  Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is true.  Circle  the word FALSE if it’s false. 
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Crossword Puzzle!

Across
1 Antarctica is in the _____ hemisphere
4 Used to travel short distances in 

Antarctica
8 Imaginary line running around the 

middle of the Earth
9 ____ are one of Antarctica’s unique 

physical characteristics
12 There are seven of these large land 

masses on Earth
14 Antarctica is a cold, frozen ____ 
15 The continent closest to Antarctica is 

____
16 Much of Antarctica is _____ because 

few people live there
17 A word that describes how people, 

ideas and products move from place 
to place

Down
1 The few people who visit Antarctica are 

_____
2 To find Antarctica on a map, look for the 

_____
3 It is very _____ to move from place to 

place in Antarctica
5 Pollution is harming the _____ layer in the 

atmosphere above Antarctica
6 Much of the pack ice is melting because 

of _____
7 A kind of wildlife that lives along the 

shores of the sea in Antarctica
10 A ship that breaks a path in the ice for 

other ships
11 Absolute location is the place where the 

lines of latitude and _____ cross
13 A word that describes the normal 

weather of a place

WORD LIST 
penguins
longitude
difficult
climate
desert
snowmobiles
scientists
South America
icebergs
South Pole
movement
ozone
icebreaker
global warming
equator
uninhabited
southern
continent
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Using relative location 
because it is so large 
(i.e. at the South Pole, 
surrounded by oceans 

– Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, 
or Southern, closest to 
South America, etc.)

Possible absolute location 
description:  entirely south 

of 60°S latitude.

1.

2.

a)  C4

b) D4

c) D4

a) latitude / longitude

b) longitude / latitude

c) relative location

d) Antarctica

e) Southern Ocean

f) peninsula

g) Tierra del Fuego

h) Ross Sea

Entirely south of 60°S 
latitude

The pack ice and 
the shelf ice around 
it often hide its true 

shape

Possible answers:
Ernest Shackleton / 
England/ NO/ --- / 

climbed Mt. Erebus, 
died while exploring;

Roald Amundsen / 
Norway / YES / 1911 
/ also explored the 

North Pole;
etc.

Answers will vary 
depending on 
resource used

6.

5.

4.

3.

11

1.

Possible answers:  
mountains, ice shelf, 

pack ice, rocky 
beaches, etc.

Answers will vary 
depending on 

experiences and 
background 
knowledge.  

Possible answers:
Climate: cold, windy
Location: South Pole

Population: 0
Wildlife: penguins, 

etc.

Answers will vary

2.

2.

1.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

T

T

F

T 

F

T

F

F

T

Place can 
be described 
by looking 
at physical 
features, wildlife, 
and where 
people live

3.
The atmosphere, the 

frozen landscape, etc.

Ice sheet, mountains, 
cold, barren rock, 

some rocky beaches, 
etc.

Answers will vary in 
accuracy depending 
upon resource used 
and mapping skills

Answers will definitely 
vary depending on 
the resource used.  
Possible answers:
Average coldest 

temperature is -125°F 
(winter, July/Aug.);
average “warmest” 

temperature is approx. 
-95°F (summer, Jan./

Feb.); etc.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

The prime meridian 
is the vertical line, 
the equator is the 

horizontal line.

A - continent

B - equator

C - South Pole

D - hemisphere

 

Antarctica
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Answer the questions in complete sentences.

Research

Antarctica – Location

3.  Using latitude, describe Antarctica’s location.

4.  Why is it difficult to know the exact shape of Antarctica?

5.  The South Pole is located near the center of Antarctica.  Many explorers tried to 
be the first to reach it.  Who did reach the South Pole first?  What other explorers 
have journeyed to Antarctica?  Research these explorers, and complete the 
chart using the information you have found.

   Explorer’s Name Country Reached the Year Other Facts
     South Pole?

6.  Antarctica is an important place for scientists to study and complete their 
research.  Some study the atmosphere over Antarctica, some study the frozen 
continent’s rocks, and some even look for rocks from space that have fallen 
there!  Where are the research stations of these scientists located?  Using an atlas 
or the Internet (with appropriate permission!), find the location of these research 
stations, and draw them on a map of Antarctica.  Choose an appropriate symbol 
to represent them on your map. 

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY




